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A collection of outrageous stories by the stand-up comic, TV host, and inspiration for the movie

National Lampoon's Van Wilder. Bert Kreischer doesn't know how to say "no". If he did, he wouldn't

have gotten himself mixed up with a group of Russian mobsters on a class trip to Moscow, earning

him his nickname "The Machine". He wouldn't have wrestled with a bear or swum with sharks on

national television. He wouldn't have (possibly) smoked PCP with a star of Saturday Night Live. And

he wouldn't have been named the Number-One Partier in the Nation by Rolling Stone, inspired the

movie National Lampoon\'s Van Wilder, or performed standup to sellout crowds across the country.

The stories Kreischer shares in Life of the Party are a guidebook on how not to grow up. From his

fraternity days at Florida State University, to his rise as a standup, to his marriage and first brushes

with fatherhood, Kreischer shows you a path that may not lead you to maturity or personal growth.

But it will lead you to a shitload of fun.
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Mr. Kreischer is a breath of fresh air from the monotonous & all too common "usual suspects". He is

witty, funny and all too loving. I just want to hug him. Bert if you're reading this, contact me...so we

can hug and maybe do some butt sex.

This book is so good that Jay Mohr has ditched his entire act and is just reading "Life of the Party"

Verbatim, and he's killing with it!



Last week, I was traveling and catching up on my Sklarbro Country podcast when I heard an

interview with Randy, Jason, and Bert.I know of Bert from countless hours of watching his stuff with

my family. Sweet Heaven and Thunder, I started reading the book today and I was laughing so hard

I was weeping. What a character and what an amazing life he's led. I love the perspective he has on

the world and I really like his writing style a lot. It's not for the faint of heart but it's just fantastic. Give

it a try and I can almost guarantee you won't be disappointed. The Machine chapter is worth the

price of admission. Just Wow...

I was really excited when the book came in this morning. As you are reading it you can almost hear

Bert signature laugh,If you enjoy comedy you will enjoy this book.Good Job Bert!

So far the book is fantastic. Bert is as funny as he is an awesome human being. Can't say enough

good things about him or this book. Buy this book download his podcast buy his shirt and see him

on tripflip and while on tour.

The book is a must read and even better Bert narrates the audio version which is the best narration

I have ever heard. He giggles and you can see his comedic side through every word he speaks.

Thanks to Rogan pushing him, Bert has his own podcast and it kicks ass. Bert is one of today's best

comedians and one cool dude!!! Side note, if you are one of those uptight pricks which hates a good

laugh. Well simple "FQU". Thanks Bert for doing the audio version... The top audio book ever.

I knew some of the stories from the his podcast and also Joe Rogan's but they were also some

great ones I've never heard before definitely an awesome pick up for guys in your life.Way more

intended for guys haha

Book is a well written adventure. Bert has had experiences that are hard to imagine but fun to read

about.
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